To evaluate possible futures with regard to economy, energy and climate, a multi-agent modelling approach is used. Agents hold different perspectives on how the world functions (worldview) and how it should be managed (management style) and this is implemented in a simple dynamic model of the economy-energy-climate system. Each perspective is supported by a proportion of the agents, but this proportion changes in response to observations about the real world. In this way the totality of agents learn from their observations. It is concluded that this approach is a good illustration of how adaptive behavior can be included in global change modelling. Some exploratory experiments are done to address the consequences of surprises.
Introduction
In this paper, we present an approach which includes explicitly the adaptive behavior of humans in the face of incorrect assumptions about the functioning of the global system. We focus on the problem of human-induced climate change, since several aspects of this problem are controversial and it has an important policy component. Although the majority of climate researchers support the theory of the enhanced greenhouse effect (IPCC, 1990 (IPCC, , 1996a , it is unclear where and how fast temperature increases will occur and what the impact will be on the biosphere, including human society.
Not surprisingly, many attempts to understand and forecast the future development of such complex systems have failed. For instance, Malthus (1798) regarded food production as a land-limited resource that could not possibly be increased quickly enough to keep in pace with a growing population. His expectation did not come true for various reasons, among them the sharp increase in agricultural productivity and the decrease in birth rates. Another example is provided by the 1971 report to the Club of Rome, Limits to Growth (Meadows et al., 1972) , which concluded from a model-based analysis that the ongoing depletion of resources would result in a collapse of the world economy. However, the oil crisis of the 1970s led to intensification of exploration efforts and subsequently additional reserves; they also induced investments in energy efficiency and renewable energy sources (Meadows et al., 1991) . The simulations made in 1971 did not include either the oil crisis nor the responses to it. The complexity of the system is seriously underestimated in such analyses. This is particularly true with respect to the response and adaptation options and the capability of humans to apply and expand such options.
One of the tools to deal with the complex interactions between the economy and the climate system is an integrated assessment model. These models link simplified versions of expert models into an integrated model which is used to support policy making. Two of the techniques used are scenario analysis and optimization. Scenario analyses tend to lose their meaning if scenarios are reduced to simple trend extrapolation without any human response, as is often the case. Optimization is based on the assumption that rationally acting agents have perfect knowledge about the system in question and are able to determine the optimal strategy for some future period. Although this approach may yield valuable insights into efficient strategies, it is seriously limited by the necessary model simplifications. Thus, there is a need to support scenario analyses with modelbased simulation experiments without resorting to abstract, oversimplified system descriptions. Inclusion of adaptive agent behavior can contribute to this.
The recognition that changing behavior of agents should be an important consideration in global modelling is not new (Bossel and Strobel, 1978) . During recent years, a number of studies related to climate change have appeared which investigate the concept of adaptive or sequential decision-making (Manne and Richels, 1992; Hammitt et al., 1992; Peck and Teisberg, 1992; Lempert et al., 1995) . The first three of these studies employ a sequential-decision model in which the optimal trajectory is derived in two steps, taking account of a learning phase in the initial period. In Lempert et al. (1995) , a simple adaptive strategy is examined, whereby different assumptions of the costs and damage functions are juxtaposed with optimal policies. Another approach to modelling social behavior is the 'artificial society'. An interesting example is to be found in the work of Epstein and Axtell (1996) , who designed a program which generates artificial societies by modelling simple rules for hundreds of individual agents which evolve over time. The purpose of such an artificial society is to enable the investigation of social processes within a so-called 'CompuTerrarium'.
These models do not take into account the diversity of worldviews among the agents. Thompson et al. (1990) argue that agents are forced to cast around for alternatives in the event that they are confronted with a persistent pattern of surprises, and that this constitutes an important element of social dynamics. So far, only a few studies have tried to model such changing worldviews or perspectives. Thompson and Taylor (1986) devised a computer simulation of a 'surprise game' in which a so-called payoff matrix is used to value the 'nice' and 'nasty' consequences of various surprises. The game was implemented for an imaginary industrial enterprise with a considerable number of competitors, and simulates the number of adherents to one of the four perspectives distinguished in the Cultural Theory: Egalitarians, Hierarchists, Individualists, and Fatalists.
In a set of exploratory experiments, Janssen and Rotmans (1995) generated various scenarios in which climate policy changes as a result of shifts in the dominant perspective among the agents. The dominant perspective may change if expectations about the functioning of the system fail to correspond with reality. The study assumed that scenarios would involve change of perspectives, but did not simulate the underlying dynamics of how agents may change their perspectives. The aim of this paper is about this 'Battle of Perspectives'.
Perspectives and agents
The first element of our approach is a simple economy-energy-climate model which through different relationships and parameter values is used to describe three different views on how the world functions and on how it should be managed. The model is described in the next paragraph. The second element is the inclusion of explicit perspectives on the world system and of agents which base their decisions on such perspectives in relation to real-world observations. As a framework to classify possible diverging interpretations of the world, the three 'active' perspectives from Cultural Theory are used: the Hierarchist (H), the Egalitarian (E) and the Individualist (I) Rayner, 1991; Thompson, 1996) . The perspectives are interpreted as the corners of a triangle and the agent population can at any moment in time be positioned within this triangle if it is known which proportion adheres to each of the three perspectives. Briefly, the three perspectives can be characterized as follows for the energy climate debate (De Vries and Janssen, 1996) .
The Hierarchist wishes to avoid disruptions to the smooth functioning of the energy system in view of its consequences for economic growth and voter behavior. To this end the Hierarchist institutions of society will anticipate and respond on the basis of scientific expert knowledge. The need for governance structures is emphasized. There is a preference for a risk-reducing control approach and for reliance on and legitimization by the outcomes of cost minimization and cost-benefit analyses. Technologies which can be planned and controlled are favored and issues like oil dependence and public acceptance rank high. Energy consumers can and should be guided towards 'rational energy use'-which is the justification for regulation, taxes, information campaigns and the like.
The Hierarchist will make a prudent assessment of the potential for energy conservation and have an institutional bias towards large-scale supplyside options. Resource estimates will be rather conservative. There will be a cautious approach in the issue of climate change, judging it in terms of 'acceptable risks', including strategic and societal risks such as the OPEC-oil oligopoly, nationalism and fundamentalism. Hierarchists will support cost-effective 'no-regrets' measures which reduce the risk of climate change, but they are keenly aware of the fact that fast and stringent cutbacks in CO 2 emissions may be socially disruptive and create competitive disadvantages. Hence, a climate policy should be 'realistic' and only be introduced if an internationally negotiated consensus is reached to avoid windfall profits or free riders (Hourcade et al., 1995) . Hierarchists prefer unambiguous, scientifically robust indicators on which to found their analyses and policies, e.g. global mean temperature change. R and D programs for new energy supply and efficiency options are advocated, also because they stimulate economic growth and (national) status.
The Egalitarian wishes to reduce inequity and stresses the rights of those without a voice: our children, the poor and nature. High and rising CO 2 emissions are seen as one more sign that humans are maltreating the earth and that this may lead to catastrophes. The aspiration for continuing economic growth has to be curbed, which is only fair and feasible if it is accompanied by a narrowing of the gap between the rich and the poor. Mathematical tools and models can play only a minor role because many of the issues at stake cannot be expressed in numbers or money. From an Egalitarian perspective, science and technology can certainly solve part of the problem, but add as much to it as long as their course is governed by centralized and commercial interests and market ideology. Being risk-aversive, Egalitarians consider all uncertain processes and feedbacks to have amplified climate change. They also wish to consider feedbacks or catastrophic im-pacts into account, which are strongly disputed within the scientific community; on the other hand, they tend to ignore potential negative feedbacks.
The Egalitarian will embrace the 'precautionary principle' as a way to express his/her risk-averse attitude. Energy futures will be judged not only in terms of costs, but also with regard to distributive aspects and ecological impacts. Hence, policies should be based on assessment studies of the possible impacts from anticipated increases in temperature and sea level. No growth or only a modest economic growth is to be preferred. Energy taxes are promoted as means to change wasteful production and consumption practices and stimulate the penetration of non-polluting alternatives. It will also conserve high-quality oil and gas reserves for later generations. Energy demand projections are much lower than official ones and have to be met to a large extent with non-fossil sources (Lovins and Lovins, 1991) . There will be a preference for decentralized and clean technologies, and therefore a natural tendency to focus on energy end-use needs and efficiency (Johansson et al., 1989) . Estimates of fossil fuel resources are on the low side, whereas the prospects of renewable energy sources are usually on the high side if compared with the Hierarchist perspective. Development of renewable sources should be strongly supported by government R and D programs.
For the Individualist, entrepreneurial freedom and unhampered working of market forces gives the best guarantee for increasing material wealth and at the same time solving resource and environment problems. If energy supply companies can operate in a regime of free trade and with a minimum of government regulation and interference, price signals will steer the transition away from fossil fuels before they are depleted. The earth itself is also far more resilient than we tend to think, so climate change impacts are probably exaggerated by those advocating strict measures. Moreover, there are several and relatively cheap options for adaptation (Nordhaus, 1991) . The key resource is human ingenuity: human skills generate science and technology, which will bring options one cannot even imagine at the present (Simon, 1980) . Technology is also the major driving force behind economic growth, which will ultimately benefit the poor. Concerning the climate change debate, the Individualists' view of a benign natural system leads them to believe that climate change will be mitigated by known and hitherto unknown dampening feedbacks. Speculative negative feedbacks are taken into account; uncertain positive feedbacks are neglected or considered to have negligible impacts on the climate system. The Individualist emphasizes the opportunities which arise from the search for new resources and new technologies to supply and conserve energy. Energy resources turn out, over and again, to be more abundant and cheaper than expected. Policy measures like a carbon tax are unnecessary and may actually be quite harmful to the legitimate aspiration of the less developed countries to spur economic growth. Moreover, there are still too many uncertainties about the enhanced 'greenhouse' effect and possible climate change to accept drastic measures. Energy taxes will also be ineffective because industries will move to other countries and consumers will stick to certain lifestyles whatever the costs.
Of course, in the real world, actors rarely express their views in such a caricatural way. They are in constant interaction and often have strategic and public relations in mind as well. Moreover, positions may be implausible or even inconsistent when stake holders share only part of the underlying values and judgments. For example, the Egalitarian concerns about nuclear reactor safety and climate change have increasingly been incorporated in Hierarchist policy formulation in the form of regulatory and negotiation frameworks. Similarly, the energy business community-part of which is rather Hierarchist-is advocating the need for more efficient and environmentally friendly resource use options, at the same time emphasizing the virtues of the market and the limitations of command-and-control approaches (Schmidheiney et al., 1992) . There is also the paradox that the Egalitarian expectation of fast innovation in energy efficiency and non-carbon energy supply and imminent depletion of cheap oil and gas is at odds with their fear that the high CO 2 emissions of the 'business-as-usual' scenarios become reality (Lenssen and Flavin, 1996) . Evidently, our implementation of the three perspectives, into an economy-energy-climate model is only a first attempt to introduce realworld divergence in interests and values into a quantitative modelling framework. Trisoglio et al. (1994) have proposed to characterize perspectives according to two dimensions: (1) how is the world seen -the worldview; and (2) how it should be acted upon -the management style. A management style is correct in so far as it is based on a corresponding view on how the world functions. For example, if one believes that people will change their behavior only in response to prices, market-oriented policies are most effective and to be preferred. Trisoglio et al. (1994) refer to this situation as utopian: the management style of agents corresponds with their view of the world. If, on the other hand, a management style is followed which is not based on correct understanding of the system, the situation is dystopian. The literature on utopias has a long history (More, 1516; Kumar, 1987; Proops, 1989) . The previously mentioned doomsday scenarios of Malthus and Meadows et al. can be seen as dystopias: human behavior and (lack of) policies are discordant with nature's resource potential and resilience. [Meadows et al. (1972 [Meadows et al. ( , 1991 ) also present scenarios which avoid catastrophe by combinations of policies -these can be interpreted as utopias. Bossel and Strobel (1978) simulate utopias by inclusion of explicit adaptive behaviour.] A rather dystopian scenario for climate change is the 'business-as-usual' or IS92a scenario of the IPCC (1992). This coal-based energy future with medium population and economic growth leads to a greenhouse gas emission path which probably implies serious climate change related risks. Indeed, this scenario is used as a reference future to formulate emission targets.
The utopia/dystopia approach can be used to explore a variety of images of the world's future (Van Asselt and Rotmans, 1996; Rotmans and de Vries, 1997) . However, in these applications it is static in the sense that an evolving dystopia does not induce adaptive behavior. If the system collapses, the agents do not respond. Hence, the scenario outcomes are rather implausible, although they give insight in the role of uncertainties. The present approach is an important improvement in this regard, because the agents in the model are assumed to change their preferred management style if observations about the world are surprising enough, that is, if they differ enough from what they expect on the basis of their worldview. Of course, we realize that this model is for illustrative purposes only and that only implementation in more detailed simulation models can support issues in climate policy.
We populate the model-world with a large number of agents which adhere to a mix of the three perspectives, but may change their adherence and change policy if their observations do not match their expectations. These agents can be thought of as groups of decisionmakers who operate at the international level and represent institutions. [A far reaching simplification in this paper is the ignorance of the many decisions of consumers on the microlevel, and the assumption that institutional actors may control behavior at the microlevel.] In this way, the system's behavior does not deterministically follow from a set of state equations, but is instead governed by the rule-based behavior of many distributed, interacting parts. These rules influence the actions of an agent which in turn affects the actions of other agents. The resulting rule-based structure becomes grist for the evolutionary procedure that enables the system to adapt to its surroundings.
The method employed in this paper is called genetic algorithm. Holland (1975) has tried to abstract and explain the adaptive processes of natural systems and developed a mathematical representation of the processes: the genetic algorithm. The basic construction is to consider a population of individuals in which each individual represents a potential solution to a problem-in our example, the climate change problem. The relative success of each individual in solving the problem is considered to be an indicator of that individual's fitness. By virtue of natural selection, the most fit individuals produce similar, albeit non-identical, offspring for the next generation. Next, genetic operations like cross-over and muta-tion make the offspring different from their parents. This concept of the survival of the fittest, as simulated by the genetic algorithm, is a strong tool to simulate optimizing behavior (Goldberg, 1989) , and is, therefore, applied to model biological and social agents (Holland and Miller, 1991; Holland, 1992; Waldrop, 1992; Janssen, 1996) .
The economy-energy-climate model
For the purpose of this study, a simple dynamic system is employed which describes the basic dynamics of the economy and the climate system. The model is based on existing economy-climate models, such as those found in: Nordhaus (1994) , Manne et al. (1994) , Hammitt et al. (1992) , Lempert et al. (1995) . Here we only give the key equations; a more detailed description can be found in Janssen (1996) . We recognize that this model yields a highly simplified representation of the problem, but its dynamic framework serves well to illustrate the 'Battle of Perspectives'.
There are three parts to the model: economy, energy/emissions and climate. The description of the economy is based on a single equation for aggregate economic output:
(1) This is a standard constant-returns-to-scale, Cobb-Douglas production function with two production factors: capital K(t) and labor L(t) which is assumed to be proportional to population, P(t). It also contains technical progress in the form of an exogenous factor a(t). To account for the economic consequences of either climate change related damage or emission reduction measures, the scale factor S(t) is introduced. Both a(t) and S(t) are normalized to 1 for the base year 1995.
For the world population we use an exogenous projection of 11.3 billion people in 2100, published in Bulatao et al. (1990) . Technological change is assumed to increase exponentially, but at a declining rate, following Nordhaus (1994) . Gauging the equation to the world data for 1990, US$ yields for the constant c in Eq. (1) the value of 0.0132. The elasticity of output with respect to capital, k, is taken to be 0.25. The scale factor S(t) is discussed later on. Economic output is produced by an aggregate capital stock, K(t), which has an average lifetime of 10 years. In combination with a savings rate I(t), i.e. the fraction of economic output Y(t) re-invested in the capital stock K(t) in period t, the balance equation for the capital stock K(t) is given by:
with l k the rate of depreciation of the capital stock and equal to the inverse of the average lifetime. Total consumption, C, is equal to economic output, Y, minus gross investments, IY:
The second part of the model describes the energy system. It is kept quite simple. The economy uses energy at an intensity m, i.e. the amount of fuel required per unit of economic output. This energy-intensity m is assumed to decline logistically to some lower bound m min . The rate at which energy efficiency improvements are introduced and hence the rate at which m declines is given by the parameter L e which indicates the number of years it takes to halve the initial (1995) value of m. We call this phenomenon the energy efficiency transition. The pace of the energy efficiency transition is given with L e which ranges from 40 to 60 years. The energy is supplied to the economy as a mix of fuels of which a fraction F(t) consists of fossil fuels. These give on combustion a fixed amount of CO 2 emissions per unit of energy. Here, too, we assume a transition away from fossil fuels in the form of a logistic decline of F(t). The rate of change is determined by the parameter L f which indicates the number of years it takes to reduce the initial (1995) value of F(t) with 50%. We refer to this as the fossil fuel transition. In our simulation experiments, the value of L f ranges from 20 to 1000 and is used as a control variable.Using these formulations, the emission of CO 2 is given by:
The CO 2 emissions E are the result of a change in economic activity Y(t), the energy conservation transition in the form of a declining energy-intensity m(t) and the transition towards alternative fuels in the form of a declining value of F(t). Equating Y(t) to the gross world output (GWP) expressed in 1990 US$, the coefficient h Eq. (4) gets the value of 0.32 GtC/billion $. The third part of the model consists of a greatly simplified climate model. The change in atmospheric CO 2 concentration (pCO 2 in ppmv) is modelled using the reduced-form carbon cycle model developed by Maier-Reimer and Hasselmann (1987) . The radiative forcing of CO 2 is modelled in conformity with the IPCC (1990) such that we derive the following impact on the change in the global mean surface temperature:
where DT 2xCO2 is the global mean surface temperature change in the event of a doubled CO 2 concentration (best guess 2.5°C, see Section 4.2). Since oceans take a long time to warm up, the actual temperature increase (DT) will lag behind the potential increase, DT p , which is modelled as follows:
where i is assumed to be 0.05. This causes a delay time in the order of 20 years. It is assumed that a rise in the average surface temperature brings costs in the form of damage and/or adaptation measures. These are accounted for in the form of economic output reduction. On the other hand, these costs can be avoided or lowered by preventive measures in the form of emission reduction measures. In our model, this is done by accelerating the transition away from fossil fuels and it has a cost, too.
The scaling factor S(t) in the expression for the economic output Y(t) (Eq. (1)) takes these two factors into account. The (market) damage and/or adaptation costs are quantified as a relation between global temperature DT(t) increase and income loss. The costs of reducing emissions of greenhouse gases are assumed to be a function of F, the fraction of fossil fuels in the energy mix. Now, S(t) is defined as the ratio of one minus the percentage of abatement costs to one plus the percentage of damage costs:
with q 1 representing the scale of damage and/or adaptation, q 2 the non-linearity in the damage function, and b 1 and b 2 the scale and non-linearity of the emission reduction cost function.
Modelling worldviews and management styles

Experimental set-up
The agents are assumed to represent decisionmakers on an international level, who are responsible for climate change policy and control the level of investments and emission reductions. Each agent adheres to a worldview which is located within the perspective triangle. By considering a set of similar agents who adopt various perspectives with respect to the climate change problem, the model is able to simulate the agents' adaptation of their behavior in terms of policy measures. Of course, we do not claim that realworld agents actually learn and adapt in this highly simplified way. We do, however, conjecture that there is 'weak isomorphism' between the 'Battle of Perspectives' and the ways in which real-world agents adapt to their changing environment. Fig. 1 gives an overview of how the model experiments are set up. The population of agents is distributed across the triangle of perspectives. The real world is assumed to function according to one of the three worldviews-in this context the 'correct' worldview. This real world is observed by the agents in the form of a few indicators (atmospheric CO 2 concentration pCO 2 and actual temperature rise DT). If the expected and the observed value of the indicator (in our case the temperature rise DT) differ more than a certain tolerance level, agents may change worldview-they adapt to this 'surprise'. Hence, the dominance of worldviews, and consequently the resulting management style, change. Besides the worldview, the decisions on the investment fraction (I) and the emission reduction (L f ) depend on the indicators representing the state of the economy and the climate. In this paragraph we discuss the way in which we have implemented the worldview and management style in the economy-energy-climate model.
World 6iew
The model described in Section 3 is assumed to represent the global system. The values of several parameters within the model are assumed to differ for the three perspectives. In conformity with the construction of the uncertainty space by Lempert et al. (1995) and sensitivity analysis by Nordhaus (1994) , four items are chosen to be uncertain and controversial and hence made worldviewdependent:
The sensitivity of the temperature for increasing CO 2 concentration ('climate sensitivity'). The pace of technological improvements in the economy and of the energy conservation transition.
The economic costs to reduce CO 2 emission ('mitigation costs'). The economic damage incurred to the economy by climate change ('damage costs'). It should be stressed that only parameter values are changed; a more comprehensive approach would include the fact that different worldviews may actually use different models to describe the same system. For practical reasons, this is hitherto excluded.
In practical terms, this has led to worldview-dependent implementation for 7 parameters, as is shown in Table 1 and Fig. 2 . The rate of technological change a(t) is shown for the three perspectives in Fig. 2a . The pace of the energy efficiency transition is determined by L e and shown in Fig.  2b for the three worldviews. The values chosen for the climate sensitivity parameter ZT 2 × CO 2 , for the damage cost parameters q 1 and q 2 and for the emission reduction cost parameters b 1 and b 2 are given in Table 1 for the three perspectives. L f is used as a control variable. Fig. 2c shows the development of the fossil fuel fraction for various L f values. Of course, these implementations are not rigid and unambiguous. Within a single worldview, there are still quite distinct interpretations of what happened in the past and what is to be expected for the future.
Hierarchists are assumed to follow prominent scientific experts and institutions (such as the intergovernmental panel on climate change (IPCC)) with respect to climate-related uncertainties. They adopt the best guess or central estimate of the IPCC, 2.5°C for ZT 2 × CO 2 (IPCC, 1990 (IPCC, , 1992 . With regard to damage costs, the estimate given by Nordhaus (1994) is followed: a quadratic relation between temperature increase and damage cost results in a 1.3% loss of economic growth if temperature increases by 3°C. Expectations of technological progress in the economy and with regard to energy efficiency are based on historical trends. The Hierarchist is assumed to stimulate efficiency of economic production and, therefore, a moderate value of L e is assumed. Furthermore, as a best-guess estimate of the mitigation cost, the value proposed by Nordhaus (1994) [who based his estimates on a survey of energy models (Nordhaus, 1991)] is used. The Egalitarian myth of nature suggests that minor changes disproportionately influence the behavior of the system. Therefore, a value of 5.5°C for ZT 2 × CO 2 is adopted, this being one of the highest estimates to be found in the literature (Dickinson, 1986) . The Egalitarian myth of nature supports the use of high cost estimates of the impacts of climate change on the human system. We assume they use a highly nonlinear damage curve, which causes a 32% loss of economic output if temperature increases by 3°C in the course of the next century. This value is based on the high end of the range of estimates offered by Nordhaus (1994) . Egalitarians are assumed to have modest expectations about the role of technology in improving economic productivity (Fig. 2a) . They do expect, however, that the threat of climate change will, in combination with carbon taxes, induce technologies which accelerate the energy efficiency transition (L e ) and the transition away from fossil fuels (L f ). They also assume that this decarbonisation of the economy can be achieved at quite modest cost per unit of reduction.
Individualists are assumed to use the lowest estimate of ZT 2 × CO 2 in the literature: a value of 0.5°C for ZT 2 × CO 2 (Lindzen, 1990) . They also believe that no economic damage will result from climate change. If climate change occurs, technical solutions will compensate any negative effects. We assume they expect-and aspire for -a rapid pace of technology which leads to significant improvements of economic productivity (a(t)). In their view, the threat of climate change is unfounded or small, cheap options to improve energy efficiency are quickly used up, and the costs to develop alternatives to fossil fuels will be quite high. Hence, the energy-intensity and the carbon-intensity of the economy will fall only slowly, also because there are vast low-cost fossil fuel reserves and there is no incentive to leave them in the ground.
Management style
The management style refers to the crucial decisions with regard to the economy-energy-climate system. Here, these decisions are modelled as a set of simple rules. The individual agents adhere to a management style which corresponds with their worldview and which lies within the perspective triangle. During the simulation period, the preferred management style of each perspective is determined every year. The weighted average of the perspective adhered to by the individual agents determines the policy that is implemented c.q. the values of investment ratio I and fossil fuel transition parameter L f .
The decisions forming a management style are made on the basis of discrepancies between expected and observed behavior of the system. The assumptions which are made in framing decision rules are mainly based on Schwartz and Thompson (1990) , Thompson et al. (1990) , Rayner (1991) . We proceed with a description of the decision rules which make up a management style; the three management styles are summarized in Table 2 . 
The preferred management style of Hierarchists is one of control and reliance on experts. They are keenly aware of the social instability which may result from stagnating economic growth. In the trade-off between the stimulation of economic growth and diminishing the risk of long-term climate change, they will be led by cost-benefit analyses. In our model, this is operated by assuming that Hierarchist institutions aim for a desired growth rate of economic output, dY D , which in a world without climate change risks would give a smooth expansion of the economy:
With this formulation, the preferred level of investments is a function of the level of investments of the previous year and abrupt changes in the investment levels are avoided. Investments will grow at the same rate as Y/a unless part of the output is lost through climate change damage or is spent on emission reduction. If the world behaves as the Hierarchist believes, i.e. according to the Hierarchist worldview, model experiments indicate that the desired economic growth level can be about 1.5%/yr. If it exceeds this value, economic output will start to fall before the year 2100, the time horizon of our simulations. Hence, we have set dY D =1.5%/yr. Hierarchists are aware of the social and economic risks involved if the climate changes. However, as long as the observed temperature increase is below 0.5°C, Hierarchist institutions are assumed not to react and the fossil fuel transition is rather slow (L f = 100 years; Fig. 2c ). They are willing to act as soon as the rate of temperature change exceeds this threshold level. When the observed temperature increase relative to 1995, dT obs , exceeds the 0.5°C increment, the substitution of fossil fuels by non-carbon based alternatives will be accelerated, Below the 1.0°C level, the transition is only slightly speeded up; above it, but below the 1.5°C level, it is accelerated with nearly 1 year per year. In formula form:
We assume an upper level of a temperature increase of 2°C relative to 1900, a number based on the UNEP's Advisory Group on Greenhouse Gases (AGGG, 1990) . It is also assumed that L f cannot becomeB 20 years. The particular set of decision rules is determined by model experiments in which the worldview is Hierarchist ('the Hierarchist utopia') and with a maximum temperature of 1.5°C (Section 4.4).
From an Egalitarian perspective the management style should be based on the precautionary principle. In order to guard the society against a full-blown catastrophe in the long term, drastic structural social, cultural and institutional changes are necessary, notwithstanding short-term disadvantages and costs. With respect to climate policy, this implies a rapid transition towards a fossil free society. In our model, we assume that L f = 20 years. In line with the emphasis on more evenly distributed wealth and income and on less materialistic values, the Egalitarian management style aims at zero economic growth. Indeed, the only growth of economic output results from population growth and technological progress (a; Table 1 and Fig. 2a) . This is done in the model with the rule that investments equal the depreciation rate of existing capital goods (see Eq. (2)):
Individualists prefer the market mechanism as the management instrument par excellence. This often implies an adaptive management style. Disturbance of the climate system will provide new opportunities for smart entrepreneurs; government-based climate policies are not needed or even harmful.
The individualist outlook supports a high rate of economic growth. Only if the monetary damage becomes a noticeable fraction of economic output will they start to implement energy policy measures. The basic decision rule we implemented is, in formula form:
where min[dY] is the minimum economic growth preferred by the individualist. A simple adaptive strategy is assumed: if economic growth falls below a certain desired minimum level, investments are increased. The value of the minimum growth rate is determined by model experiments with an Individualist worldview ('the Individualist utopia', see Section 4.4). In such a world, the value of min [dY] has to be set at 2%/yr to avoid a collapse in consumption per capita before the end of the next century. As to emission reduction, the Individualist will follow an adaptive strategy which is based on damage costs: if damage costs exceed a certain threshold value, in our model set at 1% of economic output, the fossil fuel transition is accelerated quite effectively towards the rate of minimum half-life time of 20 years. This approach is somewhat similar to that adopted by Lempert et al. (1995) . Thus:
As long as no significant economic damage is detected, the half-life time of a fossil transition is assumed to be the longer period of 1000 years.
Utopias and dystopias
Let us first look at the situation when the world is inhabited by agents which have one, shared perspective on how the world functions and how it should be managed. Indeed, this assumption of a single 'global commoner' is made in almost all studies on climate change. If we indicate such a future as XY with X denoting the worldview, Y the management style and X, Y either the Hierarchist (H), the Egalitarian (E) or the Individualist (I), the three so-called utopias are HH, EE and II. We briefly discuss these utopias because they have been instrumental in designing and implementing the management styles (Section 4.3).
A utopia is characterized by the fact that the worldview is correct and that the management style of the single agent is in agreement with this worldview. Such an agent adopts a perspective which is located in one of the corners of the triangle of perspectives. The development paths of the three utopias are given in Fig. 3 for three variables: economic output (Y), fossil CO 2 emissions (E) and temperature change (DT). In the Egalitarian utopia, economic growth is approximately 1%/yr and the CO 2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion start falling after 2005 because of the policy to accelerate the fossil fuel transition. As a result, there is only a modest temperature increase of 0.5°C although the Egalitarian worldview holds that the climate system is quite sensitive.
In the Hierarchist utopia, the economy grows at a stable rate of 1.5%/yr. The CO 2 emissions keep increasing and so does the temperature change. However, the Hierarchist management style responds to the rising temperature by accelerating the phasing out of fossil fuels and the temperature increase can be stabilized at about 1.5°C above present values. This is assumed to be in the upper range of what is considered acceptable in many official studies. In the Individualist utopia, economic growth is greater than 2%/yr throughout the next century. As the Individualist expects only a modest decline in energy intensity, CO 2 emissions soar to over 40 GtC in 2100. In the Individualist worldview, the climate system is also believed to be quite insensitive to human disturbances and hence these high emissions cause only a small increase in the global temperature of 0.5°C in 100 years. This temperature change has no significant impact on economic activities, so that there is no policy response and the use of fossil fuels is not restricted.
Interesting situations emerge if the worldview and the management style are not in agreementdystopias. Fig. 4 presents for the same three model variables in the two most interesting dystopias. The first is when the correct worldview is Egalitarian, i.e. the climate system is quite sensitive, but economic aspirations and feedbacks to temperature rise are based on an Individualist management style (scenario EI). In this situation, with the system functioning according to the Egalitarian world view, an Individualist management style leads to a collapse in economic development due to high economic growth aspirations together with severe impacts of climate change. The emission reduction measures are implemented at too late a juncture to avoid a temperature increase in excess of 4°C. This dystopia is the one which has been sketched regularly by environmentalist groups who fear that the prevailing economic growth aspirations will spell environmental catastrophe.
The second case is when the Egalitarian management style is adopted by the governing agent, and subsequently turns out to be unnecessary because the climate system is quite robust with respect to human activities (IE). An Egalitarian management style implies low economic growth and an acceleration of the fossil fuel transition at a cost. The resulting reduction of CO 2 emissions leads to a stabilization of the temperature increase. As the climate turns out to be rather insensitive, the rise in temperature is confined to a mere 0.1°C (Fig. 4) . This combination of an Individualist worldview and an Egalitarian management style can be seen as a world in which environmentalists gain enough popular support to dictate growth-restraining policies. Individualist-oriented business people will claim that climate change is still scientifically controversial and fear that all these measures are a waste of money. In this dystopia, they turn out to be right: economic growth is suppressed whereas no or acceptable climate risks would have been run in a high-growth development path.
Changing perspectives and adaptive behavior
Introduction
The 'global commoner' in these utopias and dystopias has an important characteristic: [s]he does not learn from observations about how the real-world actually behaves. In the case of a utopia, the world fits one's expectations and no learning and adaptation are needed. However, in the case of a dystopia there is a mismatch between expectations and observations. It is probable-and desirable-that the agent is able to learn and adapt so as to avoid a disastrous dystopia instead of rigidly sticking to its unfolding. Here, the 'Battle of Perspectives' come into the picture.
According to Thompson et al. (1990) , people are assumed to abandon their perspectives in the event of surprise, that is, if observations differ from expectations. People who adhere to a certain worldview will switch to another one if it can better explain the observed behavior of the system. This learning and adaptive behavior of agents is simulated in the 'Battle of Perspectives' by using a genetic algorithm. To this end, we define the equivalent of 50 agents and distribute the management styles among them in the form of the previously described decision rules. The number of 50 agents is chosen because we want the model to be interactively used and too many agents would cost too much computation time. Too few would not give enough requisite variety. In our simple modelworld, the feedback is implemented by having the agents compare the observed temperature change with the expected one (Fig. 1) . The expected temperature change for perspective i, DT exp,i , is given by: where ZT 2 × Co 2 is the climate sensitivity according to the perspective of the agent (Table 1) and pCO 2 obs is the measured concentration of CO 2 . The next step is that we define a fitness function which is a measure of how well the system behavior for a given management style fits with the real-world observations. Given the way we have implemented the feedback, this fitness function is a function of the expected temperature change resulting from the observed CO 2 concentration and the observed temperature change. The larger the discrepancy between the observed and the expected DT, the less fit the management style is with regard to the real-world system. Evidently, there is no empirical basis for such a fitness function. To initialize the system in a transparent way, we assume that one of the 'extreme' agents has the correct model of the system. For those agents who hold the correct view of the climate system, the observed temperature change will be approximately equal to the expected global mean temperature change. If their worldview is incorrect, the observed and the expected value will diverge. As long as this difference between the two is less than a tolerance level, , the fitness of the agents' perspective is assumed to be maximal and the agents have no reason to alter their perspective. This tolerance level is included to take account of the fact that perfect insight is not possible. We refer to it as 'ignorance'. In our model simulations, the existence of a certain ignorance causes a delay in the learning and adaptive behavior of the agents. In the event of a difference between the observed and the expected temperature change which exceeds this tolerance level, the agents are surprised and motivated to alter their perspective.
The fitness function used is shown in Fig. 5 . If the observed value DT obs is smaller than the expected value minus the tolerance level (DT obs B DT exp, i −~) or larger than the expected value plus the tolerance level (DT obs \ DT exp, i +~), the fitness of the corresponding worldview and management style decreases:
The genetic algorithm and the dynamic system are integrated in the following manner. In scenario analysis a model as described in Section 3 simulates the effects of assumptions made for the control rates I and L f . In an optimization approach, the optimal values of the control rates I and L f are determined. In this 'Battle of Perspectives', the control rates are a function of the state variables. The values I and L f are the (weighted) averages of I i and L fi , the agent-specific values for the control variables. These values may change, in time, due to changes in the system. For example, if the dominant perspective of the agents concerned is individualist at the start, it may change in reaction to a persistent series of surprises into a more Hierarchist or Egalitarian perspective.
The experiments are performed for the three sets of assumptions on how the real-world climate system functions: Hierarchist, Egalitarian and Individualist. For each experiment, 100 runs are performed because of the (stochastic) adaptation of the agents' perspectives. Assuming each of the 100 runs as an equally probable future, we can consider the average outcome as an expectation. Here, we only discuss these average expectations (Janssen, 1996) . The starting situation is comparable with the utopias and dystopias discussed in the previous section: a dominating management style X in a world which functions according to perspective Y. However, the agents' perspectives may now change in time, looking for the best explanation of the observations, and none of the perspectives fully determines the climate change policy. A tolerance level of 0.5°C is used as a measure for ignorance.
Model experiments
We will discuss the dystopian cases of Section 4.4, but now including adaptive behavior of the agents. In Fig. 6 the adaptation dynamics are depicted in terms of the changing distribution of agents among the three perspectives. Although the dominance between the perspectives changes, Fig. 7 . The values of responses I (savings rate) and L f (half-time fossil fuel transition) for the dystopias (dys) and for the case agent adapt to dystopias (adap).
there will always be room for each of them. The changing perspective prevents the system from following the extreme trajectories of the dystopias (Fig. 4) .
In the case of a non-adaptive Individualist management style and a world functioning according to the Egalitarian worldview (EI), the investments to meet the high growth aspirations become excessively high as more and more output is lost to damage from climate change (Fig. 7(a) ). However, in the case of adaptation, this is not happening because the phasing out of fossil fuels is accelerated and CO 2 emissions are significantly curbed ( Fig. 7b;Fig. 8b vs. Fig. 4b ). As a consequence, economic output peaks at a 50% lower level. Despite these adaptive measures, the result- ing drop in the anticipated temperature rise of 1°C by 2100 still does not bring the system in the low risk area: the global average temperature increase still amounts to almost 3°C at the end of next century (Fig. 8c vs. Fig. 4c ). This simulation shows that a world with adaptive agents leads to significantly lower CO 2 emissions, but the dynamics as implemented in our model are too slow to bring the temperature change and the resulting climate change risks down to the levels of the Egalitarian utopia (Fig. 3) .
The other dystopia represents the combination of an Egalitarian management style and an Individualist worldview (IE). Due to adaptation, the initial desire for a fast but costly change to a fossil free society becomes less dominant as the stringent Egalitarian measures are increasingly proven to be unnecessary. In such a world which functions according to the Individualist worldview, there will be an almost twice as high economic output and also a higher temperature increase compared with the dystopian case (Fig. 8a vs. Fig.  4a ). This scenario is a real 'middle-of-the-road' course: the high growth levels of the Individualist utopia are not reached, but the temperature rise remains significantly below the level of the Egalitarian utopia (Fig. 3(a -c) ).
Surprises
Climate change researchers are regularly confronted with new surprises. For example, in recent years new scientific findings (IPCC, 1992 (IPCC, , 1996a have shown that: (a) negative radiative forcing due to ozone depletion could counteract positive radiative forcing associated with chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs); (b) there is a possible cooling effect due to aerosols resulting from sulfurous emissions; (c) the rates of increase in the atmospheric concentration of most greenhouse gases have slowed down.
Imagine a world in which serious global warming may occur due to human activities. Suppose, furthermore, that this is a world in which the Egalitarian perspective dominates at the start and agents do not ignore differences between observations and measurements. Now, by the middle of next century, it is found that the global mean temperature has been suppressed by a temporary cooling effect due to the emissions of sulfur oxide. As a result, the expected temperature for all three perspectives is lower than what should be expected on the basis of a correct worldview including the cooling effect. When the 'mask' falls off in the middle of the next century, the various agents are confronted with a surprise. How well would this world adapt to this surprise?
The cooling surprise would lead to a slowingdown of emission reduction, due to greater dominance of the Hierarchist and Individualist perspectives (Fig. 9) . This results in an additional increase of about 1°C by 2100, although this increase is not recognized before the middle of the next century. Initially, the Hierarchist and Individualist perspective gain more followers than without the surprise; later on, when the cooling effect is acknowledged, the proportion of those who adhere to the Egalitarian perspective increases. However, in our agent implementation and choosing the year 2050 as the date of discovery, this adaptive response is too slow to a significantly higher temperature rise than would have occurred without the surprise. This experiment illustrates that a delayed response not only leads to a later reduction of emissions, but also that due to a lock-in of an Individualist management style, the needed emission reductions are implemented more slowly and lead to an additional response delay.
Conclusions
The 'Battle of Perspectives' is meant as an illustration of the use of evolutionary modelling in incorporating human behavior within integrated assessment modelling. It simulates, within the framework of utopian and dystopian scenarios, the role of adaptive change by agents who learn from their observations of the real world. Obviously, the results are tentative in view of the many uncertainties inherent to the implementation of worldviews and decision rules for the chosen three characteristic agents. We do feel, however, that some basic aspects of the learning and adaptive behavior presented here are operating in the real world. Given these caveats, the following conclusions can be drawn. Our approach enables a more explicit treatment of the notions of social change and scientific surprise events than earlier modelling activities in the field of integrated assessment for global climate change. Instead of projecting images of the future in terms of scenarios with exogenous or optimal policies, we are able to demonstrate the possible relevance of learning and adaptation. The Cultural Theory provides a helpful framework to organize the experiments; genetic algorithms are a useful tool to implement the approach.
The results show that, in a world in which climate change is the only problem to worry about, the learning of agents from observations in the form of a changing mix of aspirations and policies could make quite a difference for the future. It would play minor role in a utopian world in which knowledge is perfect. However, in the real world with its imperfect knowledge, it could be of decisive importance in a situation in which dystopian tendencies would bring the world close towards catastrophe. Our research demonstrates that a more thorough understanding of the role of ignorance and the features of social dynamics, as displayed nowadays in the international negotiations to reach a climate treaty, could add realism to and reduce the uncertainty in the plethora of published emission scenarios. It would also provide a healthy impetus to social scientists to participate in the important debate about how to anticipate and respond adequately to this possibly major threat which faces humankind.
